
17043: "shapes of clouds executed at the beginning of the summer still a few 

years behind my annotations which i am still not sure to when they belong but 

anyway still finding quite some animals in the clouds like horses and sheep but 

also a few fishes eating or biting females"

03068: "still some recurrent songs heard walking up the university staircase from a 

gypsy player and italian love songs by battisti played with myrthe and later 

also songs played by jacek with his guitar during a retreat but mostly songs heard 

in the netherlands at first shopping for clothes with myrthe and then at her 

friend wedding where a long playlist of the couple favorite songs was played till 

at last coming back to sweden and hearing songs at the university gym radio and in 

a radio of a car i rented to spend some nice time with myrthe"

07036: "painted executed very slowly having started to cut in four all the other 

paintings to be archived in boxes but ultimately executing the painting while 

talking to my father on the phone and hearing all his prejudices against the world 

and  keeping  the  line  otherwise  very  simple  focusing  on  few  colors  and  again 

swapping them in the different layers"

15053: "a pretty clean summer month experiencing traffic crossing stockholm but 

then spending allot of time at home and finally experiencing allot of traffic 

biking to the university summer conference and especially biking back next to big 

mines  with  dusty  trucks  going  in  all  directions  and  also  inhaling  the  fresh 

asphalt of a road built next to my apartment and lastly also allot of the nearby 

factory pollution probably due to the wind blowing from the north and bringing in 

the bad air"

14084: "ideas got while still at the northern italian seaside going to the beach to 

tan and particularly finding a spot by a river with wind surfers and also being 

affected by going around the actual summer resort with allot of amusements for my 

kid to try and a few ideas related to traveling both by train and by car and later 

coming back to sweden to then leave for the alps a get a few mountain related ides 

there"

04053: "a quite stable month with some nice emotional states experienced with 

myrthe here in sweden going to a little island with the sun shining and the field 

in flower but then later getting not so happy because of the weather turning cold 

again and regaining some energies biking a long way to the department summer 

conference and feeling a bit depressed again of the academic stagnation but then 

undertaking a period of sharing allot my work with my on-line networks and feeling 

quite happy about the respond to finally have a nice period with august at his 

first boyscout camp only disliking all the long traveling we have to undertake"

02124: "a month with regular dreaming despite a bit of moving around and also the 

time spent in front of the computer or watching films like avatar or building my 

own game but also feeling quite affected by the interviews and press coverage i



got from different magazines as well as by august breaking his arm but also having 

quite a few sex related dreams with myrthe or again afraid to make love to the 

wrong girl and at last being affected by a boy scout camp and a rock concert"

06036: "a month of irregular running first having jacek sleeping over and trying to 

still exercise and going very fast this time but then having to also run later with 

the coming of the summer with two guys playing frisbee perpendicularly to my 

running trajectory and having to synchronize with them to also later having to run 

with a guy with two black girls tanning and wondering what i am up to but then 

also falling from a ladder at home while renovating the guest room and this time 

running with a pain on my lower leg till finally also starting to run in utrecht 

while at myrthe's place finding an excellent spot in a nearby park with a dirt 

road of the perfect size going around it but still mostly being fit of all my 

biking particularly with the new bike i got here with which i can go very fast"

01126: "a quite diverse week again characterized by allot of smart phone usage to 

keep in touch with myrthe but also characterized by two camping excursions going 

first with august to the boy scouts and using different tools there i did not use 

for a long time like a shovel to dig a hole for the compost and also camping with 

myrthe and their friends to a music festival and not really bringing my computer 

there nor being allowed to use my camera so using little objects but then spending 

the last period in utrecht being quite busy producing tshirts with my drawings and 

taking other small initiatives for my project but also keep up with my biking 

after having got a used bike with a set of small tools to repair it and also 

making sure to get some cooking going and use all of myrthe's kitchen several 

times to prepare good meals even for guests"

05064: "quite some walking despite all the biking did mostly to the department 

summer conference in a castle by the swedish coast where i have been exploring the 

surrounding  and  then  in  a  swedish  island  with  the  boyscout  following  a 

transvestite  scout  through  a  trapper  track  and  also  walking  with  august  in 

sodertälje to then leave for the netherlands and taking a major walk in the woods 

and fields behind a festival place where i have been camping with myrthe and her 

friends this to mostly reconstitute myself after all the rock musi and later doing 

minor walks in utrecht where i also got a bike and in the little town i have been 

biking to in the mean time to at last end up making small walks with myrthe 

crossing maastricht after visiting her brother and in dordrecht walking a long 

distance with many bags and camping stuff from an info center to a ferry and then 

in the small islands of the natural reserve of biesbosch which we reached by 

canoe"

16065: "quite a summerish month started with a beautiful sun biking all the way to 

the department summer conference in the perfectly blue sky and also getting a nice 

weather  with  august  during  the  boyscout  camping  in  an  island  to  latter 

experience a cold and cloudy weather and finally a nice summer heat attending a 

music festival in the netherlands and a colder and a bit rainy weather later



coming back to utrecht which got me a bit depressed till i was able to bike out 

with more sunny but still cloudy weather and at last experiencing a fully sunny 

weather canoing with myrthe in a national park"

18061: "month with some cold polar wind to begin with mostly experienced it at 

the boyscout island where i was with august particularly on our way there which 

caused quite a harsh sea to be crossed and finally experiencing more gentle wind 

when in the netherlands like when i walked alone in the woods away from a music 

festival and particularly in all the biking i did around the city of utrecht going 

both  to  the  east  and  later  to  the  beautiful  south  with  myrthe  to  at  last 

experiencing a bit of wind while canoing"

12086: "a month highly characterized by allot of deaths in different parts of 

africa and still some in the arab countries mostly read about on my laptop while 

in the netherlands where however i could not connect to the internet so easily 

with my usb stick with the archive blocking the connection every time it was 

plugged in my laptop"

15054: "a quite okay month with not so much bad air other than the dust breathed in 

the concert i attended with myrthe and later also all the traffic smog inhaled 

while attempting to bike out of utrecht with my new bike and also some bad air 

inhaled while traveling by bus to a theater performance and by plane and car 

during our trip to italy"

15_054: "a month full of strong and negative emotions to begin with feeling a bit 

captivated in myrthe's apartment and also experiencing strong cultural clashes 

with the many young party people in utrecht with a strong going out drinking 

culture which makes me feel very hopeless thinking of myrthe in the middle of it 

but then recovering love and poetry with small bike rides together and time spent 

also canoing in a natural reserve to then again feeling quite depressed about the 

gray summer weather and little response for an exhibition i am preparing"

17044: "clouds certainly observed while in stockholm and still figuring out what to 

do and often now taking small walks with august after school as well as often 

walking down to jacek's studio and looking at clouds mostly by the calm water side 

even when running and annotating the clouds in the back of the card i use to keep 

track of my speed tracking quite some aquatic animals as well as centaurs with 

some violent scenes"


